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The following is a one format for writing a biblically integrated lesson.  The numbered directions 
coordinate with the different parts of the lesson plan.   
The following is a one format for writing a biblically integrated lesson.  The numbered directions 
coordinate with the different parts of the lesson plan.   
  
1.  Write a lesson or unit objective. 1.  Write a lesson or unit objective. 
2.  Create a lesson outline, including major themes and ideas. 2.  Create a lesson outline, including major themes and ideas. 
3.  Identify the larger, Biblical worldview principle that encapsulates the lesson or unit objective. 3.  Identify the larger, Biblical worldview principle that encapsulates the lesson or unit objective. 
4.  Rewrite the lesson or unit objective from the larger Biblical worldview perspective. 4.  Rewrite the lesson or unit objective from the larger Biblical worldview perspective. 
5.  Identify Bible verses, Biblical principles, and examples that encapsulate the lesson themes or ideas.  5.  Identify Bible verses, Biblical principles, and examples that encapsulate the lesson themes or ideas.  
6.  Incorporate the Biblical principles throughout the lesson where appropriate. 6.  Incorporate the Biblical principles throughout the lesson where appropriate. 
  
1. Lesson or Unit Objective 1. Lesson or Unit Objective 
Write the non-biblically integrated lesson or unit 
objective here. 
Write the non-biblically integrated lesson or unit 
objective here. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
2. Lesson Outline 2. Lesson Outline 
Write out the lesson outline to the level of 
teacher comfort.  Include anticipatory set, 
activities, page numbers, etc. as you find helpful 
or needful. 

Write out the lesson outline to the level of 
teacher comfort.  Include anticipatory set, 
activities, page numbers, etc. as you find helpful 
or needful. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Assignment/Assessment Assignment/Assessment 
  
  

3. Biblical Truth 3. Biblical Truth 
Write the biblical truth that the objective 
addresses.  Write only the biblical truth, not the 
lesson objective written in a biblical way. 

Write the biblical truth that the objective 
addresses.  Write only the biblical truth, not the 
lesson objective written in a biblical way. 
  
 
 
 

 

  
  
5. Biblical Integration 5. Biblical Integration 
Write out the biblical principles, Bible verses, 
and any other examples related to the biblical 
truth being taught.

Write out the biblical principles, Bible verses, 
and any other examples related to the biblical 
truth being taught.

 
 
 

4. Biblically integration Lesson Objective 
Write a new lesson objective that combines the lesson 
objective (step one) with the biblical truth (step 3). 
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